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Exact Calculation of Pair Production

INGJALD pvERRttt, KJELL J. MORK AND HAAKON A. OLSEN

Irsstitgte of Physics, Unieersity of Troadhesra (NIHT), Trortdhesra, Norway

(Received 22 July 1968)

Positron spectra and total cross sections for pair production in the Geld of an atom are calculated fox a
range of values of the atomic number and for photon energies below about 2.5 MeV. Screening effects by
the atomic electrons are neglected. Good agreement with earlier theoretical calculations and with available
experimental results is obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

'EXACT calculations of the pair production and
bremsstrahlung cross sections beyond the 6rst-

order Born approximation of Bethe and Heitler have,
until now, only been available for high energies, ' and

for bremsstrahlung for nonrelativistic energies. ' For
the case of pair production for photon energies below

5 MeV, where it is well known from experiments that
large deviations from the Bethe-Heitler formula are

to be expected, theoretical cross sections are available

for only a few elements and energies. '4

In the present paper, the e~act positron spectrum

and total pair-production cross section is calculated

for a range of values of the atomic number Z and for

photon energies from threshold to about 2.5 MeV.

II. CROSS SECTIONS

The

differential

bremsstrahlung cross section is

given by

dtr =L1/(22r)'$(r '/cr) (ei/pi) p2e2hdhdflhd+2I IfBI p (1)

where ro e2/rwc2, n——= e /h2c, t'2 is the photon energy, and

p» and &2, p2 are the initial- and 6nal-state energies

and momenta of the electron. Energies are measured in

units of the electron rest energy @ac' and momenta in

units of wc.
The matrix element B& is given by

dsg C (ps/2, r)y e*e '"'C~(pi, fi,r), (2)

where the initial- and 6nal-state electron wave functions

in the atomic field, C+(p»li, r) and C (ys, l'2, r), have

asymptotic forms: plane wave plus spherical outgoing

and ingoing waves, respectively. The electron polari-

zation four-vectors for initial and 6nal states are

denoted by fi and i'2 respectively, and the photon

momentum and polarization are denoted by k
and c.

' H. A. Bethe and L. C. Maximon, Phys. Rev. 93, 768 (1954);
H. Davies, H. A. Bethe, and L. C. Maximon, ibid. 93, 788
(1954).

2 A. Sommerfeld, Ann. Physik 11, 257 (1931).
8 J. C. Jaeger and H. R. Hulme, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 148,

708 (1935); 153, 443 (1936).
' J. C. Jaeger, Nature 137, 781 (1936); 148, 86 (1941).

The differential pair-production cross section is ob-
tained from bremsstrahlung in the usual way:

«=I 1/(2w)'j(re2/G. )(1/&)p e+p e de do+do la, l2,

(3)

where the matrix element II„ is obtained from Hg,
Eq. (2), by the substitutions yi~ —p+, et~ —e+,
i'i~ —i'+, k~ —k, co~ —co, e~e*,ps~y, e2~e,
and i 2 ~ t', where + and —designate positron and
electron quantities, respectively. In this way, one
obtains

II,= decal (y,i,r)y ee"'C ( p, —i', r—). (4)

It is to be noted that the positron wave function con-
tains asymptotically spherical ingoing waves, as the sub-
stitutions ei ~ —2+ and pi —& —p+ (but lyil —+

I p+I)
change outgoing into ingoing spherical waves.

The wave functions in the sphericaOy symmetric
atomic 6eld may be written most transparently in
the form

f2+1)'t'
4+(y, i', r) =

I I p 2'e+""I
k 2e ) t, t (—2(, y+1)-io.~j

Xgt;(r)DItII't(cos8) ( /2I Kl)ER'(c2—e)oesnjv((), (5)

with cos8=p r/pr, which is equivalent to Darwin's
solution" of the Dirac equation. Here l and j are the
orbital angular momentum and total angular mo-
mentum quantum numbers, respectively, bE; is the
phase shift, t/ is the potential energy of the electron
in the atomic field, P& and P&' are Legendre poly-
nomials, gg;(r) is the radial wave function, and 2 is defined

by
«= l(i+1)—j(j+1)——,',

or tt= —(l+1) for j=l+22and tt=l for j=l 2. The-
unit vector n is given by

n= pXr/I pXrl (&)

' C. G. Darwin, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A118, 684 (1928)
6 For a direct proof of Eq. (5), see H. A. Olsen, A pp/icatiows of

Quarles Electrodynamics, SPrirrger Tracts ip Nodpre I'hysics
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1968), Vol. 44.
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and v(() is the free-particle Pauli two-component spinor
defined as the state with polarization (,

ir'(v(() =v(()

The normalization of C~ is chosen in such a way
that for a plane wave (V=O), the wave function has
the form

)e+1q «s
p 1

esp '1'y

k 2e ) ke p/(e+1)&

This result is easily obtainable from Eq. (5) by setting
V=O, which implies that 6&, O——and gi;(r)=ji(Pr),
j i(pr) being the spherical Bessel function.

The radial wave function gi;(r) satis6es the wave
equation

d2 2 dgg; t(t+1)
gi,+- + (e—V)'—1—

dr r dr

dV fitgir ii+1
+ (e—V+1) 'I + gi; I=O. (10)

dr &dr r

For a pure Coulomb potential the well-known solu-
tion is'

(2Pr) 'e ""Il'(v+iy)l
gv(r) = (C+C*),

1(2&+1)
vrhere

CV
I

f4

VJ

0
C)

p=
I

iis —(Zn)sp", y=Zae/P, and il defined by

y

y+iy

K Z

The normalization of g&; is such that, for large values pf r,

g„= (1/pr) sin(pr ——',tv.+bil) .
With wave functions of this form, we find the

positron spectrum

(6 -1)/(k-2) 1.0

FIG. 1. Positron spectrum for a photon energy of 1.073 MeV
(k=2.10). The curve marked BH gives the Bethe-Heitler spec-
trum. The numbers attached to the curves give the atomic
number of the target element.

C =e-'or+'&(y+iy)F(p+1+iy, 2&+1, 2iPr), (12)

with F the conQuent hypergeometric function, where

=res p IA„,„srI',
Ak

with

&max r. (I+rs)!—f P ( 1)(z—&mini/2

L I ~N!(L—I)! 2k) (k+p++P )'

((ic+ M) (ii= M—))«s

X L(. +1)( +1))"I
I

V(t Lt;m)Z+„„
k(2'+ —1)(2e +1)j

~(.++~)(. +~)~«s—L(e+—1)(~—1)3«'I
I

v(t Lt~)z
k (2s++1)(2a —1)i

(2P+)'~"'(2P )' "'e""'"~"-'
I I'(7++sy+) I I I'(7-+iy-)

I

I'(2y ++1)(2y +1)
/2t +1~«s

V(LLl+'M) = (2L+1)I
I

Ci z, (t+'0; 00)Ci z(t+'M; 3f0),
~ 2t+'+1)

R+, „=Im{e '& t"&&++r= '&[E+EWs(rs; b+,b; c+,c; x+,x )+E+E *Fs(rs; b+, b 1; c+,c; x+,x )—
~E+*E Fs(u; b+ 1, b; c+,c;—x+,x )—E+eE eFs(a; b+ 1, b 1;c+—,c; x+,—x )$),

y~=Z~, ~/P„, &~=L&~s—(Z&)s]«s, t~= Ky K~)0 t~ =K~ 1 K~)0
Ky 1~ Ky (0~ = Ky) Kg+0)

rs=y+y7 es, 4=—y~+ iy~+1, c~=2&~+1, E~= (V~+iy~)e*e+,

' M. E. Rose, Rein&setto Eleclrol Theory Qohn Wiley 8r Sons, Inc. , New York, 1961).Note Chap. 32,
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TABLE I. Comparison of Jaeger and Hulme's QH) results'
with present (PMO) results.

(~c2) g (barn

30 JH
PMO

50 JH
PMO
JH
PMO

5.2

50

0.17
0.177

54 65 82

1.1
1.16

0.34 0.67
0.353 0.671

3.0
3.18
3.1
3.40

Error
(%)
5
0.5

10
1

10
1

a References 3, 4.

as has been observed experimentally several times

previously.
In Table I, we have compared our results with the

results obtained by Jaeger and Hulme' and Jaeger, '
which were obtained in essentially the same way as
were our results. The agreement is satisfactory and
always within the uncertainty limits.

In Table II, the available experimental results for
the total pair-production cross section" " for photon
energies up to 2.6 MeV are compared with the present
theoretical calculation. The agreement is very good.
With the ratio of cross sections (o/trna) ranging
between 1.0 and 2.2, the deviation between theory and
experiment is never much larger than 10%. This
agreement suggests that screening e6ects should not
be very important in the energy region considered
here; the average value for all elements and energies in
Table II, o, nt/oth ~——0.95+0.04, might suggest an
eGect of screening on the cross section of the order of a
few percent.

In Fig. 5, we give, for the case of lead, the Davies-
Bethe-Maximon high-energy results, ' together with the

"H. I. West, Phys. Rev. 101, 915 (1956)."I.K. Dayton, Phys. Rev. 89, 544 (1953).
» P. Schmid and P. Huber, Helv. Phys. Acta 27, 152 (1954).
'4 B. Hahn, K. Baldinger, and P. Huber, Helv. Phys. Acta 25,

505 (1952)."F. Titus and A. J.Levy, Nucl. Phys. SO, 588 (1966).

TABLE II. Comparison of theory with experimental results.

to (MeV)

1.173

1.28

1.333

1.76
2.62

Z (ry/ryBlr)e rrt Ref. (rr/rrsn) th„ry

6(C) 1.19 +0.05 11 1.026
53 (I) 1.79 +0.07 11 1.780
13(Al) 0.997+0.05 12 1.05
29(Cu) 1.111&0.05 12 1.244
29 1.18 ~0.14 13
50(Sn) 1.494+0.06 12 1.625
50 1.38 +0.07 13
82(Pb) 2.04 +0.06 12 2.179
82 2.02 +0.06 13
82 2.08 &0.22 14
6 1.01 &0.03 11 1.010

53 1.46 +0.04 11 1.620
82 1.58 +0.05 14 1.719
4(Be) 1.075+0.04 12 1.001
6 0.934+0.03 12 1.002

13 1.006+0.002 12 1.009
13 0.92 +0.002 15
29 1.03 &0.02 12 1.047
50 1.081~0.02 12 1.130
50 1.04 +0.06 15
82 1.229+0.025 12 1.304
82 1.33 +0.03 12

&expt/rytheory

1.16 +0.05
1.005+0.04
0.95 +0.05
0.89 &0.04
0.95 +0.12
0.92 +0.04
0.85 +0.04
0.95 %0.03
0.93 +0.03
0.96 &0.10
1.00 +0.03
0.90 +0.03
0.92 +0.03
1.074+0.04
0.932~0.03
0.996+0.002
0.91 &0.002
0.98 a0.02
0.96 &0.02
0.92 +0.05
0.95 +0.02
1.02 +0.02

results of the present calculation up to a photon energy
of 3 MeV. We also include a simple modilcation of the
semiempirical cross section given by Grodstein, "which
here is taken to be

o =o sH —Ao,+ (b'/k) ln(k —0.75), (14)

where ho-, is the Davies-Bethe-Maximon correction
taken at in6nite photon energy and b is an empirical
constant. For lead, ~0.,=4.02 b and 62=16.8 b. Our
formula, Eq. (14), differs from that of Grodstein only
in that the term ink has been replaced by 1n(k —0.75).
In this form, the formula agrees well with experimental
results down to 3-MeU photon energy, and it connects
well to the calculated cross section at 3 MeV as seen
from Fig. 5.

"G. White Grodstein, Natl. Bur. Std. (U. S.) Circ. 585, 1
(1957).


